**World**

6 Salvadorian soldiers arraigned in the slaying of American nuns — Six Salvadorian National Guard soldiers were arraigned yesterday for the murder of four American missionaries, three nuns and a lay worker, 14 months ago. Brought from the National guard base in San Salvador, the six soldiers faced proceedings that could lead to formal charges being filed against them by the weekend.

Weinberger discusses a missile sale to Jordan — Defense Secretary Casper W. Weinberger arrived in Jordan last night to discuss the sale of air defense missiles and possibly F-16 fighters to Jordan. Weinberger said that King Hussein has needs for air defense. The sale of missiles, presently forbidden by the US Congress, has been objected to by Israel because the Israeli Air Force might be deprived of a tactical advantage.

**Nation**

Tight Money Policy will Continue — The Federal Reserve Board will continue to pursue a tight monetary policy this year, said Paul A. Volcker, the Fed's chairman, in presenting his annual monetary targets to Congress. Volcker claimed that spending cuts and tax increases to reduce projected Federal budget deficits were crucial for economic recovery. He did not, however, directly criticize President Reagan's projected budget deficits.

Watt declares he would rather be jailed than yield documents — Interior Secretary James G. Watt said yesterday that he would likely be held in contempt of Congress, but declared he would go to jail rather than turn over sensitive documents concerning Canadian energy policy. He added that he had been assured by Justice Department lawyers that the administration was on firm ground in refusing to turn over the documents.

Raiders is the most popular movie of 1981 — The top five movies of 1981 were: *Raiders of the Lost Ark*, grossing $90 million; *Superman II*, grossing $65 million; *9 to 5*, grossing $60 million; and *Stripes* and *Any Which Way You Can*, each grossing $40 million.

**Campus**

MIT Telephone adds four lines — Last autumn, MIT Telecommunications Technical Manager Dennis Barron announced the addition of four tie lines between the MIT Centres system (253) and Dormline. "Our end of [the installation] has been done for a few months," Barron remarked yesterday. Although New England Telephone was supposed to have completed the work during January, they finished the project only two days ago. The four new lines will have been put into service today if no unexpected problems arose.

John J. Ying and Stuart Gillow

**Weather**

Mostly sunny this morning, becoming partly cloudy later in the day. Highs will be near 33. Sunday and Monday should be mostly sunny and cool with highs in the 30's, lows near 20.

James Franklin

---

**Schlumberger**

**ENGINEERS OVERSEAS**

- Don't wear suits and ties
- Don't keep your papers and answer phones
- Don't eat alone
- Be in foreign countries
- Do work outdoors
- Do take charge
- Do make decisions
- Do face many challenges
- Do bear heavy responsibilities
- Be open to sophisticated electronic equipment
- Be attentive to growing oil and gas wells
- Be mature in this information
- Are their own bosses
- Are searching for tomorrow's energy
- Are not afraid of long hours

THIS JOB IS NOT FOR EVERYONE

-BUT IT COULD BE IDEAL FOR YOU!

Schlumberger, the world leader in Electronic Well Logging has immediate career opportunities Overseas for the individual with a degree in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering or Physics, outstanding scholastic record, 0-3 years work experience.

If you want to be involved in the search for tomorrow's energy this JOB IS FOR YOU!

OPENINGS FOR PERMANENT AS WELL AS SUMMER POSITIONS. SENIORS ONLY.

INFORMATION MEETING MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22 6:30PM. 714-6-753 INTERVIEWING FEBRUARY 23 & 24th.

**RENault**

recruits for Paris

**Who is Renault?**

With 223,000 employees, a turnover of 85.5 billion francs, a network of 18,600 sales outlets, including 33 subsidiary companies and assembly plants located in 22 countries throughout the world, Renault is the leading automobile manufacturer in France, and the sixth largest in the world. In addition, Renault is a group that produces trucks, buses and machine tools as well as agricultural equipment.

**Who are we recruiting?**

Jobs are available in Industrial Data Processing, Production Planning, Quality Control, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Finance and Auditing.

We are also interested in MBA's

If you are interested, check your placement office for our interviewing dates, sign up, and send us your resume as soon as possible to the following address:

Ms. Nadia Lavelle
Service Ingenieurs et Cadres
12 Place Bir-Hakeim
92100 Boulogne Billancourt, France

**RENAULT** is an equal opportunity employer.